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OVERVIEW AND EXPERIENCE 

Hospital Products Australia is a unique and innovative organisation that supplies technology 
and furniture solutions to healthcare and aged care facilities. Our range includes:

We specialise in integrating technology into work and rest spaces to enhance work-flow 
efficiencies for clients and caregivers and increase comfort for patients and residents.

• Healthcare furniture

• Workstations on wheels

• State-of-the-art computers and tablets

• Printers and scanners

• Medical mounting solutions

• Examination and treatment lights

• Administration furniture

• Theatre, Laboratory and Patient Room Modular Construction

• MIMSYS Hospital Management System



Dimensions: 

Width: 59cm

Depth: 62cm

Height: 86cm

Seat Height: 46cm
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VALOR CHAIR

Style, comfort, and a small footprint come together in 
Valor Multiple Seating. A memory foam seat, flexing 
back rest, and contoured arms make visitors feel 
welcome, and a space-saving, powder-coated steel
frame provides the strength and durability you need in 
high-use areas.

Coordinates: Valor Bariatric Chair 110cm, Valor Bariatric 
Chair 84cm, Valor Patient Chair.

Features: 

• Wipe-out design

• Static weight capacity of 159kgs 

• Memory foam seat

• Dynamic flexing back

• Powder-coated metal frame

• Urethane arms

• Black nylon wallsaver glides

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and moisture 
barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Contoured arms for 
comfort and performance

Dynamic flexing back 
provides support and 

natural movement

Glides ensure fluid and 
easy movement 



Dimensions: 

Width: 110cm

Depth: 64cm

Height: 87cm

Seat Height: 46cm
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VALOR BARIATRIC CHAIR 
(110cm wide)

Durable and stylish, Valor Plus Seating provides 
comfort and support. Steel construction, resilient metal 
components, and extended seating areas make any 
setting more hospitable, while supportive, curved arms 
lend support getting in and out of the chair.

Coordinates: Valor Bariatric Chair 84cm, Valor Chair, 
Valor Patient Chair.

Features: 

• Wipe-out design 

• Static weight capacity of 454kgs

• Memory foam seat

• Dynamic flexing back

• Powder-coated metal frame

• Urethane arms

• Black nylon wallsaver glides

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and moisture 
barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Contoured arms for 
comfort and performance, 
allows easy movement in 

and out of the chair.

Dynamic flexing back 
provides support and 

natural movement

Glides ensure fluid and 
easy movement 



Dimensions: 

Width: 84cm

Depth: 64cm

Height: 87cm

Seat Height: 46cm

VALOR BARIATRIC CHAIR 
(84cm wide)
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Durable and stylish, Valor Plus Seating provides 
comfort and support. Steel construction, resilient metal 
components, and extended seating areas make any 
setting more hospitable, while supportive, curved arms 
lend support getting in and out of the chair.

Coordinates: Valor Bariatric Chair 110cm, Valor Chair, 
Valor Patient Chair.

Features: 

• Wipe-out design 

• Static weight capacity of 454kgs

• Memory foam seat

• Dynamic flexing back

• Powder-coated metal frame

• Urethane arms

• Black nylon wallsaver glides

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and moisture 
barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Contoured arms for 
comfort and performance

Dynamic flexing back 
provides support and 

natural movement

Glides ensure fluid and 
easy movement 



Dimensions: 

Width: 59cm

Depth: 64cm

Height: 110cm

Seat Height: 46cm
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VALOR PATIENT CHAIR

This slim-profile is a perfect fit for any high-use 
environment. The Valor Patient Chair features a high 
back, memory foam seat, and supportive arms that 
provide long-term comfort—and added ease of getting 
in and out—for the patient. Its powder-coated steel 
frame combines strength and durability.

Coordinates: Valor Chair, Valor Bariatric Chair 110cm, 
Valor Bariatric Chair 84cm.

Features: 

• Wipe-out design

• Static weight capacity of 159kgs 

• Memory foam seat

• Dynamic flexing back

• Powder-coated metal frame

• Urethane arms

• Black nylon wallsaver glides

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and moisture 
barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Contoured arms for 
comfort and performance

The shape and position 
of armrest allows easy 

movement in and out of 
the chair

Glides ensure fluid and 
easy movement 



NALA PATIENT CHAIR
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Built with the same ergonomic innovations in Herman 
Miller’s award-winning chairs, Nala combines 
ergonomics and technology with the comfort, durability, 
and ease of cleaning you need in a patient chair. Its 
tilt, support, and contours all follow the movement of 
the human body, creating a patient chair that’s truly 
designed around the patient.

Features: 

• Safe working load 227kgs

• Harmonic tilt - seat and back suspension 

integrated on back of the seat

• Dual-arm recline activation

• Pivoting arms

• 24-degree recline range

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Pivoting arms for easy 
access

Back handle to aid with 
moving the chair

Recline and arm pivot can 
be controlled from either 

side with either hand

Dimensions: 

Width: 84cm

Depth: 64cm

Height: 87cm

Seat Height: 46 - 48cm



Dimensions: 

Width: 88cm

Depth: 93cm/extended 216cm

Height: 89cm

Seat Height: 45cm
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BEAUMONT SLEEP CHAIR

Dimensions: 

Width: 84cm

Depth: 64cm

Height: 87cm

Seat Height: 46 - 48cm

Welcome the patient’s support team with dual-
function furniture that makes the most of small spaces. 
Beaumont transforms from a chair or settee by day to 
a sleep surface by night. Comfortable and durable, it 
makes any healthcare setting visitor-friendly.

Features: 

• Static weight capacity of 159kgs

• Hardwood and steel frame

• Removable seat and back covers

• Anti-microbial surface for the head and 
foot area

• Pull out sleep surface

• Urethane or timber arm caps

• Easy to use yet heavy duty mechanism

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty

Details: 

Heavy-duty mechanism 
designed for healthcare 

environments

Urethane arm caps Non-marring glides



CONSOUL RECLINER
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Family and friends play an important role in the patient 
recovery process, and the Consoul Recliner supports 
their presence at the bedside. Built-in features provide 
comfort, convenience and a sense of boundary to 
help people socialize, eat, work and sleep within one 
efficient footprint. Easy-to-reach recliner controls and 
an independently operated footrest offer a range of 
positions for resting—including a fully-flat position for 
sleeping.

Features: 

• Clean-out design 

• Weight capacity 227kgs

• Solid maple wood frame

• Sleep surface dimensions 63 x 197cm

• Wallsaver bumper

• Spring seat construction

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty; 10 years on mechanism

Details: 

Independent footrest and 
back recline controls

Can recline to a fully flat 
position

Standard with 7.6cm 

swivel casters featuring 

front-lock activation for 

easy positioning.

Dimensions: 

Width: 86cm

Depth: 95cm/extended 206cm

Height: 110cm

Seat Height: 48cm



Dimensions: 

Width: 78cm

Depth: 89cm/fully reclined 186cm

Height: 121cm

Seat Height: 49cm
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AVA RECLINER

Designed to maximise maneuverability with a minimal 
footprint, Ava’s features include pivoting arms, easy-to-
use controls, and reverse recline. This departure from 
the typical aesthetic was inspired by extensive research 
and offers a more inviting seating option that is both 
comfortable and comforting.

Features: 

• Wipe-out design 

• Weight capacity 227kgs

• Pivoting arms

• Dual arm controls for back recline

• Independently operating footrest

• 13cm dual-wheel, swivel, front locking 
casters

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty; 10 years on 
mechanisms and mechanical components

Details: 

Dual-arm controls 
maximise accessibility

from any position 
or posture. 

Enclosed casters and an open 
design between the arms, 

back, and seat prevent debris 
from getting trapped, allowing 

easy and efficient cleaning.

Red and green visual cues 
with central brake and 

steer pedals on each side 
of the recliner offer optimal 

visibility.



SAHARA RECLINER
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The Sahara Recliner lets patients relax in a variety 
of comfortable positions within an infinite range of 
possibilities. The pneumatic control moves the back 
from upright to nearly flat, and an independently 
operated footrest extends for sleeping, reading, or 
watching TV.

Features: 

• Clean-out design

• Weight capacity 227kgs 

• Infinite back recline from upright to nearly lay 
flat position

• Independently operated footrest

• Locking casters or brake and steer system

• Optional pull bar

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty; 10 years on the mechanism 
and mechanical components

Details: 

Independently operated 
footrest

Can recline to nearly a fully 
flat position

10cm single wheel casters 
(2 brake, 2 swivel)

Dimensions: 

Width: 85cm

Depth: 90cm/fully reclined 192cm

Height: 114cm

Seat Height: 50cm



Dimensions: 

Width: 95cm

Depth: 85cm/fully reclined 150cm

Height: 117cm

Seat Height: 48cm
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PRISTO BARIATRIC RECLINER

The Prísto Plus Recliner provides a high level of comfort, 
style, and functionality. Its many optional accessories 
make it versatile enough for a variety of uses and 
settings. The independently operated back and footrest 
and optional fold-down arm enhance patient comfort, 
and the exceptional ease of use supports caregivers in 
their work.

Features: 

• Clean-out design 

• Weight capacity 340kgs 

• Spring seat construction

• 3 position footrest

• 13cm casters; front swivel with brakes, 
rear fixed

• MicrobeCare (antimicrobial solution) and 
moisture barrier options available

• 12-year warranty; 10 years on mechanism 
and mechanical components

Details: 

Independently operated 

back and footrest

Urethane arm caps 13cm casters



Dimensions: 

Width: 51cm

Depth: 56cm

Height: 107cm

RESUSCITATION CART
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A modular cart system means universal sizes and easily 
interchangeable drawers and accessories.
Our flexible and adaptable solution expands your 
storage and transport capabilities, saves you time and 
money, and improves efficiency and productivity.
Designed for heavy use, our carts are made of highly 
durable, impact-resistant plastic with colour integrated, 
so there is no colour chipping, fading, denting, or rusting, 
even if surfaces are scratched. The carts’ steel frame is 
covered with the same material.

Features: 

• 7 drawers

• IV pole

• Defibrillator tray

• Oxygen bottle holder

• Accessory rail, hook and bin

• Chart holder

• Cardiac board

• 12-year, 3-shift warranty

Details: 

High-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) body and bumpers

Rounded corners and 
softer surface material than 

metal

Accessories available



Clean-Out and Wipe-Out designs allow for thorough, efficient
cleaning of many seating products. A clean-out is a non-visible
gap between the seat and back of a chair where crumbs and debris can 
be pushed through by a tool or a hand. A wipe-out is a larger, visible 
horizontal gap where materials can pass through easily.

As an authorised Herman Miller dealer our warranty covers everything 
including casters, pneumatic cylinders, tilts, and all moving mechanisms. 
Most mechanisms and mechanical components have a 10-year 
warranty. Exceptional customer service is our signature - a team of HPA 
technicians is always in the field to ensure any issues that do arise are 
dealt with quickly and with minimal impact.

Our products are rated to support static load maximums while retaining 
comfort and style. The individual limits are stated on each page and 
range from 159kgs to 454kgs for bariatric seating.
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All products have a range of options and finishes which include fabrics, 
and other specifications such as casters, arm cap finishes and storage. 
The Performance Fabric Program (NPF) is designed for furniture used in a 
healthcare environment, with an emphasis on durability and cleanability. 
Performance Fabrics include more than 700 choices. More offerings are 
available through our Graded-In Fabrics.

GLOSSARY
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1300 472 878
info@hpaust.com
www.hpaust.com


